Inactivation and stimulation of the frontal pursuit area change pursuit metrics without affecting pursuit target selection
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The frontal pursuit area (FPA) plays an important role in controlling the metrics of smooth pursuit. The FPA is a cortical structure adjacent and posterior to the frontal eye fields (FEF) on the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus; consequently, it also is often referred to as “FEFsem.” Neurons in this area exhibit directionally selective activity during pursuit (MacAvoy et al. 1991; Tanaka and Lisberger 2002b). FPA neurons show a range of activity patterns during pursuit in the preferred direction, ranging from phasic bursts of activity at pursuit onset to slowly developing, tonic activity that is sustained throughout the pursuit response (Ono and Mustari 2009). Many FPA neurons also receive vestibular inputs (Akao et al. 2007, 2009; Fukushima et al. 2000) that may be important for coordinating smooth eye movements during whole body movements. FPA neurons with different activity patterns tend to project to different precerebellar nuclei in the pons (Ono and Mustari 2009), implying that the descending output form the FPA controls multiple components of the pursuit response. The FPA also has dense reciprocal connections to both cortical areas involved in processing visual motion, such as the medial superior temporal area (MST) (Dürsteler and Wurtz 1988; Newsome et al. 1988), and areas involved in cognitive aspects of pursuit control, such as the supplementary eye fields (SEF) (Heinen 1995; Tian and Lynch 1995, 1996). Thus the FPA is in a special position among cortical areas to mediate between the visual motion inputs for pursuit and the construction of the pursuit motor commands.

Artificially decreasing activity in the FPA worsens several aspects of pursuit behavior in monkeys. FPA lesions severely impair pursuit velocity and acceleration and cause permanent impairments in predictive and anticipatory pursuit (Keating 1991, 1993; Keating et al. 1996; Lynch 1987; MacAvoy et al. 1991); similar deficits in pursuit metrics occur with reversible inactivation (Shi et al. 1998). The deficits to pursuit metrics and predictive pursuit are observed for pursuit in all directions but are most strongly expressed for pursuit ipsiversive to the lesion. Similar results have recently been reproduced in humans: transcranial magnetic stimulation of the area during ongoing pursuit reduces eye velocity (Gagnon et al. 2006).

Electrical stimulation has further clarified the role of the FPA. Unlike any other structure in the cortex, stimulation of the FPA during fixation evokes smooth pursuit, which is typically directed ipsiversive to the stimulated side (Gottlieb et al. 1993; Tanaka and Lisberger 2002a). In addition to eliciting pursuit-like changes in eye velocity, stimulation of the FPA also appears to change the gain of the pursuit system. During ongoing pursuit, stimulation increases the gain of pursuit regardless of pursuit direction (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002a). Stimulation during pursuit or fixation also increases the eye velocity response to perturbations of the tracked or fixated target stimulus (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001). These effects are analogous to the increase in the gain of the response to target perturbations during ongoing pursuit (Schwartz and Lisberger 1994) and demonstrate that activity in the FPA exerts a powerful influence over the gain of eye movement responses to visual motion inputs.

Several experiments have suggested that there is a tight link between target selection and gain control. Lisberger (1998) demonstrated that smooth pursuit velocity is enhanced in the wake of initial saccades that accompany pursuit. Gardner and Lisberger (2001, 2002) extended this observation by showing that saccades toward a pursuit target accompany an increase in the selectivity of the pursuit response, suggesting that saccades could help set the gain for pursuit. Relying on this link between target selection and gain control, several experimenters have hypothesized that the FPA, because of its established role in smooth pursuit; frontal eye fields; decision making; muscimol; eye movement
gain control, could contribute to the selection of a pursuit target (Srihasam et al. 2009; Tanaka and Lisberger 2001).

In this study, we have explicitly tested the role of the FPA in smooth pursuit target selection. In separate experiments, we used chemical inactivation and electrical stimulation to manipulate activity in the FPA while monkeys performed a two-alternative forced-choice pursuit selection task. Our manipulations produced significant, directionally asymmetric changes in pursuit metrics. However, both manipulations failed to bias the monkeys’ pursuit choice behavior. These results confirm the role of the FPA in preparing and executing the motor plan for smooth pursuit but cast doubt on the possibility that it underlies the selection of pursuit direction.

METHODS

Subjects and Data Acquisition

We collected data from two (J and T) adult rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Each monkey had a titanium chamber placed over the left FEF and FPA. The chamber location was placed stereotaxically at coordinates determined by locating the arcuate sulcus in a high-resolution structural MRI; the chamber was centered 25 mm anterior and 18 mm lateral of stereotaxic zero, with an angle of 40°. All experimental protocols for the monkeys were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and complied with U.S. Public Health Service policy on the humane care and use of laboratory animals.

The experiments were controlled by a computer using the Tempo software package (Reflective Computing), and a second computer running the Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard 1997; Pelli 1997) in MATLAB (The MathWorks) acted as a server device for presenting the visual stimuli. Stimuli were presented with a video monitor (75 Hz; ~20 pixels/°) at a viewing distance of 41 cm. Eye movements were recorded using scleral search coils (Judge et al. 1980) and the electromagnetic induction technique (Fuchs and Robinson 1966) with standard phase detector circuits (Riverbend Instruments). All data and events related to the onset of stimuli were stored on disk during the experiment (1-kHz sampling rate) for additional analysis.

Behavioral Tasks

We presented subjects with a display consisting of a small white spot (82 cd/m²) against a uniform gray background (7 cd/m²). Once they fixated this spot, an experimental trial initiated.

Target selection task. The primary behavioral manipulation in all of our experiments was a target selection task (Fig. 1A). The task began with the monkey directing its gaze at a central fixation point. After a 500-ms delay, the fixation point was briefly replaced by a luminance cue. The cue was a white (82 cd/m²) or gray (19 cd/m²) circular dot (radius 0.17°) presented for 500 ms and then replaced by the fixation point. After a variable delay (500–1,000 ms), the fixation point was extinguished and the choice stimuli were displayed. At this point, the trial branched into one of two possible conditions.

The first condition was smooth pursuit target selection and comprised 75% of the total target selection trials. In this condition, monkeys were shown a pair of stimuli (1 gray and 1 white) and were rewarded for making a saccade to the target stimulus that matched the luminance of the cue. Identically to the previous condition, the stimulus locations were horizontally offset by ~3° and vertically offset by 0.20°. The monkeys were required to make a saccade to one of the two choice stimuli within 500 ms. If the trial was aborted if the monkey failed to move his eyes into a 2° window around one of the stimuli or if he made a saccade outside of the window. If the monkey successfully maintained the window that matched the target stimulus, he was given a juice reward at the end of the trial.

The second possible condition was saccade target selection and comprised 25% of the total target selection trials. In this condition, monkeys were shown a pair of stationary stimuli (1 gray and 1 white) and were rewarded for making a saccade to the stimulus that matched the luminance of the cue. The stimulus locations were horizontally offset by ~3° and vertically offset by 0.20°. The monkeys were required to make a saccade to one of the two choice stimuli within 500 ms. The trial was aborted if the monkey failed to move his eyes into a 2° window around one of the stimuli or failed to fixate the chosen stimulus for 500 ms. These trials were included to help prevent anticipation of pursuit responses.

Pursuit-only task. In this task (Fig. 1B), the monkey engaged exclusively in single-target step-ramp pursuit (Rashbass 1961). The axis of motion was always along the horizontal meridian. The horizontal step size was ~2° and was adjusted to eliminate initial saccades. There was no vertical offset in this task, the stimulus speed was 16°/s, and the direction of the stimulus (left or right) was chosen pseudorandomly on each trial. The monkeys were required to stay within a 2° position window centered on the target for the duration of the trial after an initial 300-ms grace period. The stimulus was white, with a luminance of 82 cd/m² and a radius of 0.17°.

Inactivation

We transiently inactivated the FPA with the GABA agonist muscimol (Chen et al. 2001; Hikosaka and Wurtz 1985). We had two
criteria that were met for every inactivation. First, the day before the inactivation, we were able to evoke smooth pursuit eye movements at the target site with currents less than 50 μA (tungsten electrodes, impedances 900 kΩ to 3.0 MΩ). Second, on the day of the inactivation itself, we were able to evoke smooth pursuit eye movements at our intended depth with our custom-made injectrode (Chen et al. 2001; Hafed et al. 2008). The sites targeted for inactivation were the same locations at which we had previously recorded pursuit-related neuronal activity, as described in detail previously (Mahaffy and Krauzlis 2011).

During each inactivation experiment, we first collected preinjection baseline data on the target selection task. We then lowered the injectrode into the FPA and confirmed our target site with microstimulation before injecting muscimol. We injected between 0.5 and 1.0 μl of muscimol (5 μg/μl), typically over ~40 min (Table 1). After injection, we waited an additional 15 min before collecting postinjection behavioral data. We first tested the monkeys on the pursuit-only task, to confirm and document the effects of FPA inactivation on pursuit metrics, and then tested them on the target selection task. Finally, we tested them on the pursuit-only task again to confirm that the effects on pursuit metrics were still present.

The day following each injection, we tested the subjects on the same behavioral tasks to ensure that they had fully recovered. We also performed a control injection with saline, following the same protocol described above.

Stimulation

In separate experiments, we microstimulated the FPA during the target selection task. We used the same criteria as described above, the ability to evoke pursuit from fixation with currents less than 50 μA, for identifying the FPA. Monkeys performed the target selection task (Fig. 1A), and on half of the trials we applied stimulation (biphasic pulses, 40 μA, 500 Hz) for 400 ms beginning at stimulus onset. Stimulation trials were pseudorandomly interleaved with no-stimulation trials. Stimulation evoked pursuit, and if the evoked pursuit was large enough to drive the eyes out of the fixation window, we expanded the window just enough to accommodate the induced change in eye position.

### Table 1. Parameters for all inactivation experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inactivation No.</th>
<th>Monkey</th>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Evoked Direction</th>
<th>Volume, μl</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(5.0, 2.0)</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(4.7, 2.0)</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(4.2, 1.8)</td>
<td>Right/down-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(4.1, 2.2)</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(5.0, 2.5)</td>
<td>Right/down-right</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(5.0, 1.5)</td>
<td>Left/up-right</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>J</td>
<td>(4.5, 3.0)</td>
<td>Left/up-left</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(3.2, 3.5)</td>
<td>Right/up-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9*</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~3.5, 2.0)</td>
<td>Left/up-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~4.0, 2.0)</td>
<td>Left/up-left</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~2.5, 2.0)</td>
<td>Up/up-left</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~3.5, 3.0)</td>
<td>Right/down-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13*</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~3.0, 3.0)</td>
<td>Right/down-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~3.5, 2.5)</td>
<td>Up/up-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~3.0, 2.0)</td>
<td>Left/up</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>T</td>
<td>(~3.0, 1.5)</td>
<td>Up/up-right</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sixteen inactivation experiments were conducted using 2 monkeys (J or T). The sites indicated were targeted for inactivation, and the directions of pursuit evoked by stimulation on the day of the inactivation are shown, as well as the volume of muscimol injected at the site. *Experiments 9 and 13 showed no effect of inactivation and were not included in the analysis.

Data Analysis

Eye movement analysis. We detected saccades using velocity and acceleration thresholds (Krauzlis and Miles 1996). During tracking, these thresholds were applied relative to the average eye velocity and acceleration to avoid erroneously flagging periods of smooth tracking with nonzero velocity as saccades (de Brouwer et al. 2002). The hinge is a combination of two conjoined lines, one horizontal and the other angled to fit the initial portion (first ~50 ms) of the pursuit response. We allowed the angle and placement of the hinge to vary to minimize the mean squared error of the model’s fit to the data. The placement of the hinge was confined to a window 50–350 ms from motion onset. We visually verified the results from every trial. In particular, we confirmed that the fit of the posthinge portion of the model was not contaminated by changes in pursuit direction on error trials.

The hinge model technique is not suitable for marking pursuit latency on stimulation trials, because the stimulation-evoked eye velocity cannot be readily distinguished from voluntary smooth pursuit. To address this problem, we used a second method based on signal detection theory that involved comparing eye velocity on trials where the correct target moved to the left vs. to the right (Green and Swets 1966). We constructed receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curves at each millisecond based on the distribution of eye velocities and calculated 95% confidence intervals for the ROC area by performing a bootstrap permutation analysis (Britten et al. 1996; Horwitz and Newsome 2001). We then identified pursuit latency as the millisecond at which the ROC area crossed the 95% confidence intervals and then remained above it for 100 ms. Finally, we calculated confidence intervals on the measured latencies using a bootstrap analysis.

Pursuit choice analysis. For the inactivation experiment, we calculated percent correct directly by measuring the average direction of eye velocity from 0 to 50 ms after pursuit onset. This was not practical with the stimulation experiment, because we were not able to reliably identify the onset of voluntary pursuit on individual trials. We therefore devised a two-part method for assessing pursuit choices that measured instantaneous percent correct over time. First, we measured the subjects’ baseline velocity in a 10-ms interval beginning 20 ms before average pursuit onset; pursuit onset was identified with an ROC-based analysis of control eye velocity. Second, at each millisecond, we tallied the percentage of trials with velocities greater than that baseline, relative to the target velocity. The percentage of trials with velocities shifted toward the target velocity from the baseline at any moment in time was defined as the instantaneous percent correct. For this analysis, saccades were excised from the data and those portions of each trial were not counted. We are also confident that the analysis is robust for a number of different baseline choices. For example, we conducted our analysis with a fixed baseline interval from 130 to 140 ms after stimulus onset with similar results.

Bias was calculated in units of d’ assuming a constant criterion, based on methods from signal detection theory (Macmillan and Creelman 1991). Correct selection of a contralateral target was scored as a “hit,” and incorrect selection of a contralateral distractor was scored as a “false alarm.” Bias (c) was defined as the sum of the z-transformed hit (H) and false alarm rates (FA), divided by −2: c = −0.5[H + z(FA)].

Sensitivity was also measured in units of d’ and defined as the difference of the z-transformed hit and false alarm rates, divided by the square root of 2: d’ = [z(H) − z(FA)][1/√2].

Statistical tests. We used a two-factor ANOVA to test for significant effects of the inactivation and interactions between the inactiva-
tion and pursuit direction. We used a binomial test to evaluate the significance of changes of percent correct and instantaneous percent correct. We used a bootstrap procedure to generate confidence intervals for ROC-measured pursuit latencies. All error bars are 95% confidence intervals. Where error bars would obscure the data, filled and open symbols are used to indicate significant and nonsignificant data points, respectively.

RESULTS

Inactivation

We conducted a total of 16 inactivations in 2 monkeys. Fourteen of the 16 inactivations produced significant pursuit deficits and contributed to the data in this study. We first describe the effects of the inactivation on single-dot pursuit metrics, which served as a positive control to confirm that the injected muscimol suppressed FPA activity. Second, we present the results of inactivation on pursuit choice behavior on a target selection task. We report that inactivation of the FPA asymmetrically impaired ipsiversive pursuit velocity and acceleration but failed to bias pursuit selection.

Single-Dot Pursuit

To assess the magnitude and directionality of the inactivation-induced deficit, we tested the subjects with single-dot pursuit (Fig. 1B). The inactivation affected several aspects of the subject’s pursuit performance for trials directed ipsiversive to the inactivation, as illustrated by results from a typical experiment (Fig. 2A). The first effect was a decrease in pursuit acceleration. Previous work (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1994b; Lisberger and Westbrook 1985) demonstrated that initial pursuit acceleration (0–40 ms after pursuit onset) is less dependent on motion velocity than later intervals (41–100 ms). Following these conventions, for ipsiversive pursuit (i.e., toward the site of inactivation), we observed a significant decrease of 82°/s² in early acceleration (Fig. 2A, left bar plot) and a significant decrease of 81°/s² in late acceleration (Fig. 2A, middle bar plot) compared with preinjection pursuit. Also, we observed a significant decrease of 3.1°/s in maintained velocity, defined as average eye velocity in the interval 400–800 ms after pursuit onset (Fig. 2A, right bar plot). The decrease in ipsiversive velocity was the most consistent effect of FPA inactivation and was our primary means of confirming that the muscimol injection was successful.

The inactivation also impaired pursuit contraversive, or away, from the site of inactivation (Fig. 2B). Again, there were effects on both acceleration and maintained velocity. The decrease in early acceleration of 92°/s² was significantly different from preinjection but not significantly different from the reduction in early acceleration in the ipsiversive direction. In contrast, the decrease in late acceleration of 38°/s² was significantly smaller for contraversive pursuit than for ipsiversive pursuit. Also, the maintained velocity for contraversive pursuit following the inactivation decreased by 1°/s, which was also significantly smaller than the change we observed for ipsiversive pursuit. Thus, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Keating 1991; Lynch 1987; Shi et al. 1998), our FPA inactivations produced significant directional defects for late acceleration and steady-state velocity for ipsiversive pursuit.

The results from our 14 inactivation experiments showed consistent pursuit velocity and acceleration deficits following inactivation (Fig. 3), and the results in the two monkeys were qualitatively similar. First, early accelerations (0–40 ms after pursuit onset) were severely impaired (Fig. 3A). The average change was a reduction of 90°/s² for pursuit ipsiversive to the inactivation and 80°/s² for pursuit contraversive to the inactivation. Twelve of 14 inactivations showed a significant decrease in ipsiversive early acceleration, and 13 of 14 inactivations showed a significant decrease in contraversive early acceleration. A two-way ANOVA revealed a significant effect of the inactivation on early accelerations \( F(1,52) = 154.6, P < 0.001 \). There was, however, no significant interaction between the inactivation and pursuit direction (Fig. 3D). The changes fell largely on the line of unity; none of the changes in contraversive vs. ipsiversive early acceleration were significantly different from one another. The reduction of early acceleration seemed to be omnidirectional.
Second, we found that the late phase of acceleration was asymmetrically changed by FPA inactivation (Fig. 3B). For ipsiversive pursuit, 5 of the 14 inactivations showed significant reductions in late acceleration. For contraversive pursuit, only 1 inactivation resulted in a significant impairment of late contraversive acceleration, and 4 of 14 inactivations showed significant increases in late acceleration. Overall, there was no significant main effect of the inactivation on late acceleration. However, there was a significant interaction between direction and inactivation \([F(1,52) = 9.82, P < 0.01]\). The inactivation tended to decrease ipsiversive acceleration and increase contraversive acceleration (Fig. 3E). For 8 of 14 inactivations, the change in late acceleration was significantly lower for pursuit ipsiversive to the inactivation; the other 6 inactivations tended to show a trend in this same direction. On average, the inactivation decreased late ipsiversive acceleration by 21°/s² and increased late contraversive acceleration by 12°/s².

Finally, we found that FPA inactivation impaired maintained velocity (Fig. 3C). Every inactivation led to a significant decrease in ipsiversive pursuit velocity, and most (11/14) also significantly reduced contraversive velocity. The average reductions in ipsiversive and contraversive pursuit velocity following inactivation were 2.1 and 0.5°/s, respectively. Twelve of 14 inactivations showed a significantly stronger reduction in ipsiversive than contraversive pursuit velocity (Fig. 3F). As a population, the inactivation significantly decreased maintained pursuit velocity \([F(1,52) = 51.81, P < 0.001]\), and a 2-way ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between inactivation and pursuit direction \([F(1,52) = 16.29, P < 0.001]\).

We also measured pursuit latency on each trial, and the changes after FPA inactivation were quite small and variable (not shown). Four of 14 inactivations showed an increase in ipsiversive pursuit latency, 2 of 14 inactivations showed an increase in contraversive latency, and 1 inactivation showed a significant decrease in latencies ipsiversive to the inactivation. On average, the inactivation increased latencies by 3.2 and 2.6 ms for ipsiversive and contraversive trials, respectively, although a two-way ANOVA failed to reveal any significant effect of FPA inactivation on latency or any interaction between inactivation and direction.

The effects we observed on pursuit velocity and acceleration from the single-dot pursuit task provide evidence that our muscinol injections successfully inactivated neurons in the FPA. The saline injection showed none of these effects (Fig. 3, open triangles), ruling out the possibility that the effects were due to mechanical damage.

**Target Selection**

We used a two-alternative forced-choice target selection paradigm that had been used previously to probe selection behavior (Carello and Krauzlis 2004; Ferrera and Lisberger 1997a; Krauzlis and Dil 2002). Briefly, the monkeys were shown a white or gray cue and asked to smoothly pursue the stimulus that matched the luminance of the cue (Fig. 1A). There was no significant effect of target luminance (i.e., white or gray) on either monkey’s performance (ANOVA, \(P > 0.10\); consequently, the data were pooled across the two types of stimulus conditions.

**Pursuit Choices Following FPA Inactivation**

Despite impairing pursuit metrics, FPA inactivation failed to alter target selection behavior, as illustrated by a sample experiment (Fig. 4). Before the inactivation, for trials ipsiversive to the inactivated direction, the monkey performed at 82% correct (Fig. 4A). Correct trials (blue) were classified based on the monkey’s initial pursuit direction (as described in METHODS). On the majority of incorrect trials, the monkey eventually corrected his choice (red). If the FPA were responsible for choosing a pursuit direction, inactivating the area should have decreased choices in the ipsiversive direction. However, following the inactivation, despite a change in initial velocity, the monkey’s performance remained statistically unchanged at 80% correct (Fig. 4B).

Pursuit performance was similarly unaffected for trials contraversive to the inactivation (Fig. 4, C and D). If the FPA were
responsible for pursuit selection, inactivation should improve performance contraversive to the inactivation. This did not happen; the inactivation did not produce a significant change in choice behavior for our example experiment.

A similar pattern of results was found across our FPA inactivation experiments (Fig. 5). For contraversive pursuit, none of the 14 inactivations significantly altered percent correct (Fig. 5A); the mean change in performance was a 1.4% increase in percent correct. For ipsiversive pursuit, 1 of the 14 inactivations significantly increased performance in the contraversive direction (Fig. 5B); the mean change in performance for this direction was a 2.5% elevation in percent correct. A two-way ANOVA on the population did not show any significant effect of inactivation or any significant interaction between direction and inactivation. We also measured the change in the subjects’ bias for every experiment (Fig. 5C). By our convention, positive values indicate a contraversive bias so that we would expect a positive change in bias if FPA inactivation impaired ipsiversive pursuit choices. Only 1 of 14 inactivations resulted in a significant change in bias. Sensitivity also was largely unchanged by the inactivation; only 1 of 14 inactivations produced a significant increase in sensitivity (Fig. 5D). In summary, the inactivations had very little effect on the subjects’ pursuit choice behavior.

An Alternate Method for Assessing Choice Behavior

In the previous analysis, we classified pursuit choice on the basis of its initial direction. This is a common technique in the field for judging pursuit behavior (e.g., Adler et al. 2002; Carello and Krauzlis 2004). However, it has some drawbacks. First, it relies on a somewhat subjective assessment of pursuit initiation. Second, the standard technique only identifies pursuit choice at a single moment in time and ignores any changes that might occur later in the trial. To address these problems and to provide a more objective assessment of pursuit choice, we developed a new analysis that gauges choice behavior over time. We first established a baseline of pursuit velocity and then measured, at each moment in time, the percentage of trials that exceeded the baseline velocity in the direction of the correct target. The baseline we used was the mean eye velocity across control trials of both directions from 20 to 10 ms before pursuit onset. Average pursuit latency was identified by measuring the discriminability of pursuit velocity on trials of opposite directions with an ROC analysis. In practice, for the inactivation experiment, the range of baselines was 0°/s to 1°/s.

We tested two other methods of establishing the baseline: fixing it at 0°/s and setting it to the mean velocity in a fixed interval relative to stimulus onset. Both of these procedures produced similar results for the inactivation experiment.

Applying this method to our sample experiment revealed that FPA inactivation delayed the increase in percent correct slightly for both directions (Fig. 6). For trials ipsiversive to the inactivation, the inactivation decreased the median horizontal velocity (Fig. 6A). The baseline velocities for this example were near 0°/s (gray dashed lines). We measured the percentage of trials, at each millisecond, that exceeded these baselines.
and found that the inactivation slightly reduced the instantaneous percent correct (Fig. 6C). The data are plotted from the start of the baseline period; before that time, the data were unsuitable for analysis. Significant bins (black dots) were determined with a binomial test. If the decrease in instantaneous percent correct was due to a change in choice behavior, we should see an opposite trend for the other direction, but this was not the case. To the contrary, instantaneous percent correct was also impaired for trials in which the correct target moved contraversive to the inactivation (Fig. 6D). Since performance was not improved for trials contraversive to the inactivation, the deficit was probably due to a global change in pursuit metrics and not a change in choice behavior. Also, although this graph shows a maintained choice deficit, this was not always present in the results from other inactivations.

The population results showed a small, symmetric decrease in initial percent correct following FPA inactivation (Fig. 7). All plots begin 140 ms after target motion onset, at which time the baseline period had begun for 9 of the 14 experiments. The data preceding this interval were unreliable due to the lower number of contributing data sets. We averaged the instantaneous percent correct together for the 14 experiments and found that it decreased slightly, or perhaps was slightly delayed, in both directions (Fig. 7A and B). A change in choice behavior would have produced an asymmetric, larger deficit for trials ipsiversive to the inactivation. To the contrary, we found that percent correct for contraversive trials (Fig. 7B) actually showed a slightly greater reduction than ipsiversive trials (Fig. 7A).

We quantified the results from this analysis by counting the number of inactivations that led to significant changes in percent correct at each millisecond. We sorted these significant differences based on whether the inactivation caused significant increases or decreases to percent correct. For ipsiversive trials, we found that no more than 21% (3/14) of inactivations significantly decreased instantaneous percent correct (Fig. 7C, top). The changes caused by the inactivation were minimal and transitory (Fig. 7C, bottom). Similarly, for trials contraversive to the inactivation, no more than 40% (6/14) of inactivations decreased percent correct (Fig. 7D, top). The inactivations failed to produce sustained increases in percent correct (Fig. 7D, bottom); both directions of pursuit showed a modest decrease in instantaneous percent correct near pursuit onset.

This pattern of results suggested that the changes in instantaneous percent correct were due to changes in pursuit metrics or latency, rather than to deficits in pursuit choice behavior. We documented the changes in pursuit acceleration that accompanied inactivation (Fig. 3), which could have delayed the increase in instantaneous percent correct. We also measured pursuit latencies on each trial and found small changes (Fig. 8A). Five of 14 inactivations led to a significant increase in ipsiversive
pursuit latency, and 8 of 14 inactivations led to a significant increase in contraversive pursuit latency. The mean increases in pursuit latency following inactivation were 3.5 and 5 ms for ipsiversive and contraversive pursuit, respectively. These modest changes in latency could have contributed to the global reduction in choices with the pursuit target that we observed in our time series analysis. The slightly larger change in contraversive latency is also consistent with the larger change in contraversive instantaneous percent correct. Similar, but smaller, changes in latency also occurred in the single-dot pursuit-only trials (Fig. 8B): 2 of 14 inactivations led to a significant increase in ipsiversive pursuit latency, and 2 of 14 inactivations led to a significant increase in contraversive pursuit latency. The mean increases in single-dot pursuit latency were 3 and 2 ms for ipsiversive and contraversive pursuit, respectively. These increases in single-dot pursuit latency are consistent with the interpretation that the changes in latency of pursuit target selection are motor related, rather than delays in choice.

Saccadic Choices Following FPA Inactivation

Overall, there was little change in saccade target selection behavior after FPA inactivation. A two-way ANOVA on the population results showed no significant effect on overall choice or any interaction between direction and choice. However, there were significant changes in saccade choice behavior in a few individual experiments. In 2 of 14 experiments, inactivation of the left FPA caused a significant increase in percent correct for leftward saccades, and in 1 of 14 experiments, inactivation of the left FPA caused a significant decrease in the percent correct for rightward saccades. Both of these effects are what would be expected if the inactivation spread into the left FEF and impaired the ability to select or generate rightward saccades. One of the experiments with significant effects on saccade choice was also the one experiment in which we observed a significant effect on pursuit choice.

Stimulation

We also tested the effects of FPA stimulation on pursuit choice at 37 sites. Subjects again performed the target selection experiment (Fig. 1A), and on half the trials we applied 40-μA stimulation for 400 ms beginning at stimulus onset. These stimulation parameters were strong enough to evoke smooth pursuit eye movements during fixation, consistent with previous studies (Gottlieb et al. 1993; Tanaka and Lisberger 2002a). Stimulation trials were randomly interleaved with control trials, and we analyzed the pursuit responses to determine whether FPA stimulation affected the choice of pursuit targets.
Stimulation of the FPA Does Not Affect Pursuit Choice

The pursuit evoked by FPA stimulation made identifying voluntary pursuit initiation impractical. We considered performing a subtraction of the evoked pursuit during stimulation, but we found that stimulation during pursuit onset typically evoked pursuit with different amplitudes and temporal profiles than did stimulation during passive fixation. Thus we decided against marking pursuit initiation on individual trials. Instead, we used the same method described earlier (Fig. 6) to calculate instantaneous percent correct.

Stimulation failed to significantly alter pursuit choice behavior in our example experiment (Fig. 9). Stimulation at this site evoked a leftward eye movement and enhanced initial pursuit velocity when the monkey pursued toward the stimulated side (Fig. 9A), in agreement with previous findings (Tanaka and Lisberger 2002a). The baseline velocity for the control trials, measured 20–10 ms before average pursuit onset, was near zero (gray dashed line). For the stimulation trials, however, the baseline was approximately −4°/s. This offset baseline velocity corrected for the stimulation-evoked pursuit. Despite eliciting pursuit to the left, the stimulation failed to substantially alter instantaneous percent correct (Fig. 9C); there were no time bins in which these two traces significantly differed. Indeed, once we corrected for the stimulation-induced velocity, the same frequency and time course of pursuit choice behavior was almost identical between the stimulation and control trials.

For trials contraversive to the stimulation, pursuit velocity was slightly suppressed throughout the stimulated interval (Fig. 9B), but the monkey was still able to select the correct target. Near pursuit onset, the instantaneous percent correct was slightly lower for the stimulated trials compared with the control trials (Fig. 9D). This difference was significant in several bins near 200 ms after stimulus onset. However, the shapes of the curves were largely identical. In this example, selection of the correct target seemed slightly delayed for stimulated trials. In summary, we did not observe a directionally asymmetric change in percent correct.

The population data also showed little evidence that FPA stimulation biased choice behavior (Fig. 10). We averaged together our estimates of instantaneous percent correct for all
stimulation sites and found that, for trials ipsiversive to the stimulation, choice behavior was slightly reduced with stimulation (Fig. 10A). We quantified this change by tallying the number of significant experiments at each millisecond and found that stimulation decreased ipsiversive percent correct at ~25% of sites (Fig. 10C, top). Stimulation increased ipsiversive percent correct at only 11% (4/37) of sites (Fig. 10C, bottom).

Pursuit directed contraversive to the site of stimulation also showed a modest decrease in instantaneous percent correct (Fig. 10B). Stimulation decreased instantaneous percent correct at ~20% of sites in the time interval from 175 to 225 ms after pursuit onset (Fig. 10D, top). Very few sites showed an increase in contraversive percent correct (Fig. 10D, bottom). Thus both directions of pursuit showed a small decrease in percent correct with stimulation.

One possible objection to this analysis is that, because FPA stimulation does not always evoke ipsiversive pursuit, the effect on pursuit choice should likewise not always be ipsiversive. Indeed, 7 of 37 of our stimulation baselines were positive, indicating a velocity deflection directed contraversive to the site of the stimulation. Repeating the analysis after excluding these sites did not change the outcome: there remained a small symmetric decrease in initial instantaneous percent correct.

The decrease in instantaneous percent correct could be caused by delays in pursuit onsets with stimulation. We calculated pursuit latency by measuring the discriminability between the velocities for left and right trials with an ROC analysis (Green and Swets 1966) and constructed 95% confidence intervals for the ROC area by performing a bootstrapped permutation analysis on the eye velocity data. We marked pursuit latency at the millisecond where the ROC area crossed the confidence intervals and then remained above it for 100 ms. For our example stimulation experiment, we found that the ROC-assessed pursuit latency was 173 ms for control trials (Fig. 11C) and 185 ms for stimulation trials (Fig. 11D); this difference was significant by bootstrap analysis.

Use of this same analysis technique for each of our experiments confirmed that stimulation tended to delay pursuit onset (Fig. 11E). Stimulation yielded significant increases of pursuit latency at 16 of the 37 sites tested and significant decreases at an additional 3 sites. On average, stimulation increased pursuit latency by 9 ms. A one-factor ANOVA revealed a significant effect of stimulation on pursuit latency \( [F(1,72) = 13.72, P < 0.001] \). For comparison, we conducted this same analysis on our inactivation data, for which we had found that five inactivations yielded bidirectional increases in pursuit latency, using conventional methods for measuring pursuit latency. Three of those five inactivations also showed significant changes in pursuit latency with this ROC latency technique, providing some verification that this technique was reliable, if conservative, at identifying changes in pursuit latency.

Changes in Saccade Choices With FPA Stimulation

Stimulation of the FPA also had some effects on saccade choices, but these may have been a secondary consequence of the smooth eye movements caused by microstimulation. Stimulation of the left FPA increased the percent correct for
leftward saccades on 17 of 37 experiments and decreased the percent correct for rightward saccades on 2 of 37 experiments. Overall, a two-factor ANOVA showed a significant improvement in saccade performance for leftward targets and a significant interaction between saccade direction and stimulation condition. However, the direction of the effect is not what would be expected from facilitating activity in the left FEF, since this would be expected to facilitate the generation of rightward, not leftward, saccades. Instead, the changes in saccade choice could be a secondary effect caused by the smooth eye movements induced by FPA stimulation: by moving the eyes closer to the left target and further from the right target, these stimulation-induced smooth movements could have introduced a behavioral bias in favor of the nearer target.

**DISCUSSION**

We have performed chemical inactivation and electrical stimulation of the FPA. These manipulations modulated pursuit metrics including acceleration, velocity, and latency but failed to alter pursuit choice behavior. These observations lead us to conclude that the FPA does not participate in the selection of targets, but rather is involved in the motor execution of smooth pursuit.

**Inactivation Failed to Impair Selection**

Lesions and inactivation of the FPA decrease maintained pursuit gain, decrease pursuit acceleration, and impair predictive pursuit (Keating 1991, 1993; Keating et al. 1996; Lynch 1987; MacAvoy et al. 1991), especially pursuit ipsiversive to the side of the lesion. These effects show that the FPA is involved in the circuitry that produces smooth pursuit. However, it is not clear whether the role of the FPA is limited to the motor production of pursuit or also includes the visual selection of the target direction. The demonstrated role of the FPA in gain control for pursuit (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002a) suggests that it could be important for pursuit target selection.

The reversible inactivations described in this report provide evidence that the FPA’s role does not extend to visual selection of the target. In each of our inactivation experiments, we observed significant motor deficits that more strongly affected pursuit ipsiversive to the inactivated side, as expected for unilateral reduction of FPA activity (Lynch 1987; MacAvoy et al. 1991; Shi et al. 1998). However, we found no evidence of a deficit or bias in the capacity to choose a direction of motion in a pursuit-choice task. None of the inactivation experiments produced the pattern of results that would indicate biased performance: a significant decrease in ipsiversive choices and a significant increase in contraversive choices.

To confirm our findings, we devised a new method of assessing pursuit choices that measures the instantaneous percent correct over time. There are several advantages to this method: it is less biased since it does not rely on experimenter-marked pursuit latencies, it provides information about choice behavior throughout the trial, and it works even in the presence of artificially induced velocity signals, such as those caused by FPA stimulation. The disadvantage of this new method is that its output is sensitive to changes in acceleration and latency as well as choice behavior. We overcame these limitations by directly measuring acceleration and latency, and also by comparing instantaneous percent correct between directions to see if the changes were asymmetrical.

Applying this method to our data confirmed our findings that inactivation does not change choice behavior. We observed a transient dip in instantaneous percent correct following inactivation for both directions of pursuit. Since the changes in performance were symmetrical, they were not likely due to a change in choice behavior. Rather, the instantaneous percent correct was probably altered because of changes in acceleration and latency.

**Stimulation Failed to Enhance Selection**

Electrical stimulation of the FPA evokes smooth pursuit and enhances the gain of the smooth pursuit system. This latter property has been demonstrated in several ways: stimulating during ongoing pursuit increases gain omnidirectionally, stimulating during pursuit initiation facilitates acceleration ipsiversive to the stimulation, and stimulating during pursuit or fixation increases the gain of the response of the pursuit system to a transient target perturbation (Gottlieb et al. 1993; Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002a). Gardner and Lisberger (2001, 2002) demonstrated that saccades to a moving target were accompanied by an increase in the gain of pursuit for the motion at the saccade’s endpoint, which suggests that gain and target selection are interconnected. By implication, facilitating pursuit gain by stimulating the FPA could influence target selection.

This does not seem to be the case. We have applied electrical stimulation to the FPA at 37 sites in 2 monkeys. To assess the effect of stimulation on target selection, we measured the instantaneous percent correct with and without FPA stimulation. If stimulation drove pursuit choices in the stimulated direction, we would have expected to see an increase in the percentage of ipsiversive choices. Instead, we found that stimulation caused only a mild initial dip in percent correct for choices in both directions. The cause of this dip did not seem to be any change in the fraction of choices, but rather an ~10-ms delay in pursuit initiation during stimulation. This result complements our inactivation data and suggests that activity in the FPA is neither necessary nor sufficient for the selection of a pursuit target.

**Implications for Target Selection**

Several behavioral results have shown that information about the direction of motion can be a strong cue for facilitating target selection for pursuit (Adler et al. 2002; Garbutt and Lisberger 2006; Krauzlis and Adler 2001). Our results suggest that the directional selection for pursuit does not occur in the FPA. This raises several issues. First, which other structures might mediate directional selection? Several experimenters have tested the possibility that the motion processing areas of middle temporal (MT)/MST could serve this function. Ferrera and Lisberger (1997b) found that most MT and MST neurons were not modulated by directional choice in a target selection task and concluded that the activity they observed probably could not account for pursuit selectivity. Recanzone and Wurtz (1999, 2000) found correlates of pursuit selectivity in the activity of MT/MST neurons, but these modulations were largely confined to the situation where both targets were in a single receptive field and thus could not explain the full range
of selection behavior of which primates are capable, in particular, the types of selection tasks typically used in behavioral studies of pursuit choice behavior (e.g., Ferrera and Lisberger 1997a; Krauzlis and Dill 2002). One possible area involved in directional selection is the SEF, which plays a role in anticipatory pursuit (Missal and Heinen 2001, 2004). Recently, Shichinohe et al. (2009) demonstrated that inactivation of the supplementary eye fields hinders performance on a memory-based pursuit-choice task, which is consistent with the hypothesis that the area assists in the selection of a pursuit direction. Other candidate cortical areas include the ventral intraparietal area (VIP), lateral intraparietal area (LIP), area 7a, and the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (FST), all of which contain directionally selective activity during pursuit (Bremmer et al. 1997; Erickson and Dow 1989; Schlack et al. 2003) but have not yet been tested in target selection paradigms.

Could pursuit selection be purely spatial? Several pieces of evidence point to the superior colliculus (Carello and Krauzlis 2004; Horwitz and Newsome 1999; Krauzlis and Dill 2002; McPeek and Keller 2002, 2004) and the FEF (Hanes and Schall 1996; Schall et al. 1995) as sites of target selection for saccadic eye movements. The colliculus also contributes to visual selection for smooth pursuit tasks (Carello and Krauzlis 2004; Krauzlis and Dill 2002), suggesting a generalized role for selecting targets in space. Subjects could spatially select targets from distracters regardless of the eventual motor output. Indeed, behavioral results in human subjects shows that spatial cues have larger effects on pursuit latency than either motion or color cues (Adler et al. 2002). The main objection to this possibility is that the smooth pursuit system operates on velocity inputs (Krauzlis and Lisberger 1994a; Lisberger et al. 1987; Rashbass 1961; Robinson et al. 1986), and it remains unclear how the spatial selection of a target could be transformed into a velocity command. However, the presence of pursuit selection signals in the colliculus and the absence of such signals in the FPA provide some support for the possibility that selection is accomplished in a retinotopic reference frame, rather than between possible directions of motion.

What is the relationship between gain and target selection? There is very strong evidence that the FPA is involved in setting the online gain of pursuit (Tanaka and Lisberger 2001, 2002a). Nevertheless, the results from the experiments in this study refute the hypothesis that the FPA contributes to target selection. Consistent with this finding, we recorded from FPA neurons during a target selection task and found that they failed to discriminate target from distracter early enough to affect pursuit directional selection (Mahaffy and Krauzlis 2011). Although saccadic target selection may enhance pursuit gain (Gardner and Lisberger 2001, 2002), our results suggest that this relationship is not reciprocal: target selection enhances pursuit gain, but enhancing pursuit gain does not affect target selection. Together, these results imply that the brain processes that select pursuit targets precede the FPA in the stream of visuomotor processing.

Implications for the FPA

The FPA is not necessary for the selection of a pursuit target, but rather is involved in the motor preparation and execution of the smooth pursuit response. The FPA is part of a cortical network of sensorimotor structures including MST and SEF (Tian and Lynch 1996), and it has downstream projections to eye movement structures in the pons (Distler et al. 2002), which in turn project to eye movement-related regions of the cerebellum. The FPA is therefore well-positioned to transform motion signals into eye movement commands. Indeed, the FPA contains both cells that fire transiently at pursuit onset and cells that maintain their activity throughout the pursuit response (Ono and Mustari 2009). This makes the FPA suitable to influence every phrase of the smooth pursuit response, consistent with our inactivation results.

Our inactivations caused significant changes in pursuit acceleration. These changes could be divided into effects on early and late acceleration. The early acceleration response, which lasts for the first 40 ms of pursuit, was impaired equally in both directions we tested. This effect is consistent with single-unit recording results: Tanaka and Fukushima (1998) first reported that FPA cells display pursuit-related buildup activity before the onset of target motion, and we have found that the level of this build-up activity correlates with the early acceleration response (Mahaffy and Krauzlis 2011). Together, these results suggest that the FPA could be involved in preparing the monkey to pursue generally, and decreasing activity in the area initially impairs pursuit in all directions. This is consistent with the observation that stimulation of the FPA during ongoing pursuit boosts the gain of pursuit regardless of its direction (Tanaka and Lisberger 2002a).

The late portion of acceleration, from 41 to 100 ms after pursuit onset, as well as the maintained velocity output, were asymmetrically impaired, with ipsiversive pursuit more strongly affected. This is consistent with previous reports of lesions and inactivations in the FPA, which consistently report asymmetric deficits. Forty milliseconds after pursuit onset, the vast majority of FPA cells have begun to respond selectively to pursuit in the preferred direction, which could be the neural basis for the directionally selective impairment. It is important to note, though, that even the contraversive direction of pursuit is significantly impaired. This is unsurprising given the abundance of cells in the FPA that have preferred directions contraversive to their side of the brain.

Our results suggest that the FPA is essentially a motor structure. It seems to be centrally involved in ensuring that pursuit tracks the intended target with high gain as soon as possible, but it is not actually involved in choosing that target. The FPA is downstream, or at least separated from, the target selection process; even if the eyes are artificially induced to track the incorrect stimulus, the subject still displays the same fundamental pattern of choice behavior. This dissociation is reminiscent of previous findings that FPA lesions disrupt anticipatory pursuit by causing motor impairments, not by disrupting the ability to predict target motions (Keating 1991, 1993). Together, these results point toward a role for the FPA in response selection, namely, promoting and implementing a pursuit eye movement response, rather than selecting or predicting the target for the movements.
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